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Tire Technology
expo 2022
Hannover , Germania

Dal 18 al 20 Maggio si svolgerà ad
Hannover la principale vetrina espositiva per il mondo della lavorazione
della gomma: TIRE TECHNOLOGY
EXPO 2022. In questa rinnovata edizione COMERIO ERCOLE presenterà innumerevoli innovazioni tecnologiche nate da importanti collaborazioni internazionali e dalla continua
attenzione e dedizione nella ricerca
e sviluppo R&D. Tutto il team tecnico
COMERIO ERCOLE sarà lieto di accogliervi presso lo stand 8006 nella
Hall 21 per mostrare e spiegare nel
dettaglio i vantaggi e le funzioni che i
nuovi prodotti e le nuove tecnologie
vi garantiranno per il futuro 2030.

Tire technology expo 2022
Hannover, Germany

From 18 to 20 of May, TIRE TECHNOLOGY EXPO will take place in Hannover.
The exhibition represents one of the most important showcase for the world of
rubber processing. In this edition COMERIO ERCOLE will present several technological innovations born both from important international collaborations and
thanks to the continuous attention and dedication put into research and development. COMERIO ERCOLE team will be happy to welcome you at booth 8006 in
Hall 21 to show and explain in detail all the advantages and functions that these
new products and new technologies will guarantee you for the future. COMERIO
ERCOLE has signed an exclusive agreement for rubberized calendering process
with HERRMANN ULTRASCHALTECHNIK to pursue joint cooperation for a revolutionary technology for the production of carcasses in the rubber calendering field
where a tail and head of fabric cords is considered in term of lamination between
the two materials. The development work involved the bonding of textile fibers
wich serve as inserts for the carcasses using ultrasound technology. The innovative joining system has been named ULTRASPLICE®.
In addition COMERIO
ERCOLE an innovative industrial IOT platform named HERCULES40® having the
purpose and challenge to turn avaible raw data inyo value for your business.

What
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was never
never considered
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possible is
is now
now possible!
possible!

Pharma pvc calenderline
start up

COMERIO ERCOLE plastic calenderline
team is proud to have successfully installed and started up production in very
short time after the delivery concluded in
January this year a brand new PVC CALENDERLINE upon industry 4.0 concept. Calendering process performances
have been immediately reached and
training services according COMERIO
ERCOLE standard ATHENA® are under
completion to all customer crew staff
due to the presence pf innovation IOT
technology and industry 4.0 interface.
Competence and process knowledge
linked to the availability of a complete
R&D PVC LABORATORY CALENDERLINE at COMERIO ERCOLE premise
are the 360 plus value integrated in the
scope that make the difference. And at
COMERIO ERCOLE workshop is now
under assembly another GIANT to see.

